A Better SIS Experience

THE SOFTWARE IS JUST THE BEGINNING.

Our goal is the same as yours – to get the right information in front of the right people at the right time. It doesn’t have to be more complicated than that.

In recent years, it has become obvious that the traditional role of a software provider is no longer relevant. A longstanding emphasis on features and functionality has given way to an understanding that the user experience is what’s most important.

The Skyward® difference begins and ends with where you want to go, not how you’re going to get there. We aim to be the driving force behind a more productive, collaborative, and successful learning environment.

It’s educational technology, tailored to your vision.
Qmlativ

Qmlativ™ Education Management System, the next evolution of Skyward technology, is the epitome of a better SIS and ERP experience. Built to leverage the latest technology, it’s more than just a promise of features and functionality.

This SQL-based platform combines an enjoyable user interface with preemptive support measures and a focus on the growth and development of every user.

The most innovative platform the Skyward community has ever seen and most advanced system available, Qmlativ has been used by early adopters since 2014.

Based on feedback from our early adopters and a number of current customers, Qmlativ has been developed to ensure your needs are met today and well into the future.

“I think Skyward is the most advanced student management system available at this time. Qmlativ has resulted in a great system with all of the features we anticipated - and more.”

- Kevin Meyer, Superintendent at Central Community HSD71, IL
  Qmlativ customer since 2014
APPLIES THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN TO PROVIDE A USER-CENTRIC EXPERIENCE THAT ADAPTS TO YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS.

USES SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE THAT ENHANCES SECURITY AND INTEROPERABILITY BASED ON A SQL ENVIRONMENT.

FEATURES A FORWARD-THINKING USER INTERFACE THAT CAPITALIZES ON CURRENT ENVIRONMENTS, FROM MULTI-SCREEN DESKTOPS TO MOBILE PLATFORMS.

INCLUDES EMBEDDED CUSTOMIZATION AND WORKFLOW TOOLS TO MEET YOUR UNIQUE NEEDS FOR MANAGING IMPORTANT TASKS AND PROCESSES.
Bring transparency to your grading process.
Work Smarter

BE CONFIDENT. BE A LEADER. BE FUTURE-READY.

Technology is only as valuable as your team’s ability to use it. Get more out of your SIS now, so you can start looking ahead to what comes later.

ENGAGE STUDENTS, PARENTS, AND STAFF

• Put students at the center of your edtech efforts by giving them and their parents more access to the big picture.

• Teachers, office staff, and administrators will all find ways to save time and be more efficient thanks to our focus on support for non-technical users.

REDUCE DOWNTIME

• No more bottlenecks. Tasks that touch multiple levels on campus and in the district office flow effortlessly from one step to the next.

• Enjoy the benefits of simple navigation, global search capabilities, and consistent visual feedback.

BE THE CHANGE

• Our SIS has been built with continuous input from every stakeholder group, from parents and students to teachers and administrators.

• It’s not about who has the flashiest features; it’s about what you can do to make everyone’s job easier.
Engage Better
THE RIGHT INFORMATION. THE RIGHT PEOPLE. THE RIGHT TIME.

An effective data strategy is at the heart of every future-ready school district. Say goodbye to the world of spreadsheets and hello to actionable intelligence.

PUT DATA TO WORK
• Stop digging for insights. Your data will be easy to understand and always available.
• Live tiles show real-time stats, charts and graphs make data easy to consume, and custom reports mean you’ll be looking at what matters to you.

CHAMPION TRANSPARENCY
• Reduce risk and improve awareness with on-screen notifications, vital student health alerts, and built-in audit trails.
• Avoid those lost in translation moments. When everyone knows where to find the information they need, “I didn’t know” starts to lose its meaning.

LEAVE COMPLIANCE TO US
• Built-in reports and safeguards remove the burden of staying compliant with state and federal requirements.
• You’ll have a dedicated team of specialists monitoring the guidelines in your state, so you can stay ahead of any changes.
Stay compliant with built-in state and federal reports.
Empower Everyone

PREEMPTIVE SUPPORT. BETTER TOOLS. FEWER OBSTACLES.

A high-performing culture is built on trust, productivity, and excellence. Your first step is to give everyone the tools they need to be better at what they do.
PRIORITIZE GROWTH

- Professional development will be one of your top priorities for years to come. It’s also at the core of everything we do.
- With go-to resources for your staff such as the Professional Development Center and our multimedia Help Center, your IT team won’t get bogged down in training and support.

REDUCE THE RED TAPE

- Administrative bottlenecks and paper workflows can be a constant source of frustration. Automate your most tedious tasks and minimize turnaround times.
- Tardy kiosks, custom forms, and messaging tools will free up your staff to focus on students rather than procedure.

DRIVE ACCOUNTABILITY

- Your students will finally have the visibility they need to take control of their education with a calendar of upcoming assignments, communication tools, and more.
- Your administrative team will have the insights they need to provide valuable one-on-one coaching and raise your team’s performance.
Expect More

ASK YOURSELF THIS QUESTION:

If there was a more efficient way to get more done with the same amount of resources, wouldn’t you want to take advantage of that solution?

We recognize that change is difficult. Your district doesn’t just need a technology overhaul. You need a partner who can provide the foundation and resources necessary to set your team up for success and mitigate the challenges associated with wholesale change.

Our products and services are based on a close collaboration with our community. With Skyward, you can expect a solid foundation that starts with implementation and continues through years of reliable support and enhancements.
Charts and graphs make data easy to consume.
A Better Experience

TECHNOLOGY. COMMUNITY. LEADERSHIP.

Your partnership with Skyward is about more than just technology. It’s about improving your entire culture and fostering a better learning environment for your students.

You have an opportunity to become more efficient, consolidate multiple systems, and drive the kind of educational leadership that can make your district a go-to destination for families and high-performing teachers alike.

“THE OLD WAY” IS ON ITS WAY OUT. THERE’S JUST TOO MUCH AT STAKE TO SETTLE FOR OUTDATED PROCESSES AND TECHNOLOGY.
Skyward’s new Qmlativ Education Management System provides districts of all sizes with a comprehensive and integrated student, finance, and human resources solution.

**CLASSROOM TOOLS**
- Attendance Tracking
- Behavior Tracking
- Learning Content Manager
- Teacher Access
- Gradebook
- Lesson Scheduler

**FAMILY ENGAGEMENT**
- Family Access
- Student Access
- Online Course Requests
- Message Center

**OFFICE & ADMIN**
- Fee Management
- Report Writer
- New Student Online Enrollment
- Scheduling
- Report Cards & Transcripts

**STUDENT SERVICES**
- Food Service
- Health Services
- Bussing Integration

See the future at: wsipc.org
In 1967, ten school districts formed a cooperative to share costs for software development, hardware, and centralized technological support. The result of this collaboration became WSIPC, a unique public agency that provides information services at a reasonable cost to school districts. The cooperative power of WSIPC is even more crucial today. Schools are expected to do more and more with less, making it increasingly difficult to keep up with technological demands.

WSIPC provides benefits to school districts in Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington State, servicing nearly 300 school districts with over 1 million students.